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Welcome to these Holy Grounds!
Where graves are arranged not in lots, but rows:
- Rows count up from East to West.
- Graves count up from South to North.

General Decoration Rules:
- In growing season, no decorations can be laid on or stuck in the ground at graves; all must be in an approved vase or planted. Only exceptions: American flags (with standards) from May 1 to July 15.
- In winter, ground vases must be turned down. Winter decorations must be on a stand, a tripod works best.

All decorations not removed and retained from graves by March 14 and October 14 will be discarded. Questions? Consult our brochure "Visititation and Decorations" or stop at the Cemetery Office.

Name_________________________ Block _________ Section ________ Lot or Row _______ Grave(s) ________